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PentaLED
Pentagonal board, opalescent PMMA
Bright programming in association with 
engineers students of GEII/IUT of Tours
LABORADIO LBR^1 Residency, Octroi, Tours, 2017

Cyrille COURTE

PORTFOLIO

EN Version

https://www.cyrille-courte.com/


Below
3D visualization of the project The Dôme
Designed by Studio Yonder + str.ucture, Stuttgart, 2014

Above
NenuFAR array antenna lent by the
Nançay Radio Astronomy Facility, directly connected to the 
Faraday cage in the center of the building
LABORADIO LBR^1 Residency, Octroi, Tours, 2017
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NenuFARADAY
Faraday cage connected with an audio headset to the 
antenna on the roof of the Octroi
LABORADIO LBR^1 Residency, Octroi, Tours, 2017
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Below - Passage
Sound experiment, Pure Data program, resonance in the air, 
artwork for the DNSEP diploma, 2014
École des Beaux-Arts in Tours, 2014

Above - ECHO
Sound experiment
Écoles des Beaux-Arts in Tours and Rennes, 2011-2014
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TOKAMAK Project
Presentation of the current research during the event ARTS ET SCIENCES DES PLASMAS
Collaboration CEA/IRFM, ITER Organization, GREMI and Nançay Radio Astronomy Facility
Centre Pompidou, Paris, 7-8 April 2018

Below
Model of TOKAMAK project
Kind of stereoscopic glasses with an internal view of inside the Tore Supra and WEST Tokamak (CEA/IRFM)
Made in FunLAB (FabLab of Tours), 2018
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Spectrum 555
10 PMMA tubes in 2m length
steel cables
tension elements
H. 1,70m x 2,40m x 2,40m 

Sound : Deep cave – 
Variantes autour de Jupiter, 
26:51 min

PRÉSENCES Residency
Prieuré Saint-Cosme
Demeure de Ronsard
La Riche, 2018

Below
White Hole
Kinetic projection system 
on translucent frame

La réalité presque évanouie 
Abbaye du Ronceray
Angers, 2014
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Above
1/36 scale
model of The Dôme
Designed by tess-artworks 
Tours, 2016

Below
Tensegrity Test #1

Test of an aluminium tensegrity structure on a
circular mirror and rotary mechanism

LABORADIO LBR^1 Residency
Octroi, Tours, 2017
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Above
Video diptych associated in retranscription sound of raw data
from the Nançay Radio Astronomy Facility

Source : Philippe ZARKA, Observatoire de Paris-Meudon/LESIA
LABORADIO LBR^1 Residency, Octroi, Tours, 2017

Below
Galaxy 5-1/2.20.12

5 Fiberglass/Resin boards in 2m length, steel cables
H. 1,75m x Ø 4,10m 

Sound : Dôme, 24:34 min
PRÉSENCES, Prieuré Saint-Cosme, La Riche, 2018
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UFO FR29 001
Frame of movie shown 
during the European Festival 
of the Short Movie of Brest 
2016, accompanied with a 
thérémin improvisation by 
Claude Samuel LÉVINE
Brest, November 8th, 2016

Made by collected 
videos footage from 
Finisterrestrials ufologues 
suggestion

Below and next page
Antiprisme 3333 #1 #2 #3
9 Metallic structure of 
construction of 6m length
steel cables, tension 
elements, silver paint.

variable size
H. 2,10m to 4m
Basis 3,70m to 4,75m 

Sound : Antiprisme, 12:38 min
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ABDUCTION SONORE
Electroacoustic sound performance (2018-2019)

"Abduction" is a specific word often used in ufology to named the kidnapping of 
someone or a group by extraterrestrial entities. This sound performance proposed 
by the artist Cyrille Courte is a collective experience to listen the direct stars 
vibrations. After Suctioning, some of abducted people will develop extra-sensory 
faculties.

28 Jan. 2018
Organised in a crypt at the over-wall residency
LABORADIO LBR^1+, Octroi > Hôtel Goüin, Tours

22 Sept. 2018 (Above)
Organised in the ruins of the artist residency
PRÉSENCES, Prieuré Saint-Cosme, La Riche

26 Jan. 2019 (Left)
Organised at the HUMAN TECH DAYS event
Transpalette, Asso Emmetrop, Bourges

Electroacoustic alchemy
Shoï EXTRASYSTOLE

Theremin and drone pilot
Claude Samuel LÉVINE

Ufo scenography
Cyrille COURTE

Astrophysic contribution
Philippe ZARKA
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Cyrille COURTE

Artist as Antenna

Born in 1985, lives and works in Tours.
Écoles des Beaux-arts de Tours,
Rennes and Brno (CZ) from 2009 to 2014.

During his 5th year of study Cyrille Courte shows 
the need to work with the scientific circle and 
begins a collaboration with the Nançay Radio 
astronomy Facility. Of this meeting was born the 
project The Dome, an architectural and acoustic 
space, a tensegrity structure under which it will 
be possible to listen to the retranscription of data 
detected in the Nançay station.*  The Dôme will be 
opened to the visitors before 2020.

Then, Cyrille Courte began other collaborations, 
with the CEA/IRFM and ITER Organization in the 
research on the thermonuclear fusion, that led him 
in 2018 to shown the its searches in the Centre 
Pompidou during the event ARTS AND SCIENCE 
OF PLASMAS. Currently, he is doing a stay in the 
Laboratoire Souterrain de Modane (Underground 
Laboratory) for a next enthusiastic exhibition in 
1700 meters under a summit of the Alps.

Try to understand the approach of Cyrille Courte it‘s to follow him in the exploration in the limits of the human 
perception, where technologies of fascinating instruments take over to allow us a journey in the Universe of 
the infinitesimal as the infinitely deep and huge. His work brings us to listening the intense electromagnetic 
activity of a black hole, or to admire the colors of a plasma fusion in temperatures 10 times higher than the 
natural fusion process in the active heart of the Sun, until his dream to sculpt lightning works by the means 
of a powerful laser lightning rod.

In a parallel universe, Cyrille Courte attends all LASER-Paris OLATS/Leonardo rdv and also frequents some 
ufology circles to the hope be abducted by an extraterrestrial close encounter.

              * Conference on-line (in French):
                    TEDx Tours 2016 - Art et Radioastronomie - l’artiste aux antennes

Above
The conference/performance picture
"Des ondes : des Beaux-arts à la radioastronomie"
École Supérieure des Beaux-Arts de Tours, 26/11/2015

Opposite
Official logo of
Cyrille Courte
Artist with Antennas
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https://www.cyrille-courte.com/dome
https://www.cyrille-courte.com/tedx-talk


LABORADIO LBR^1
Electromagnetic waves, architecture, engineering, sound 
experimentation,...
Cyrille Courte’s work leads us to explore the universe of the 
non-visible. Space, and perhaps even more so the fragments 
that come to us from it, merge both as the constituent elements 
of a scientific fable, but also as places to project our fears and 
fantasies. Illuminated artist, he has been working for 4 years on 
his project called The Dôme.

Above
One of the 47 parabolic antennas of the radioheliograph 
of the Nançay Radio Astronomy Facility

Below
Basic plan of antennas and the NenuFAR array logo

Octroi, residency from 13/10/2017 to 14/01/2018
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